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 In this paper, a speed estimation method is presented, which is based on a flux observer 
for air-gap field orientation control (AFOC) of an induction motor (IM) drive that utilizes 
both air-gap flux and stator current.  The stator current is obtained using Hall effect current 
sensors.  The air-gap flux observer design was established using the Lyapunov stability theory, 
and the estimated rotor speed was derived from the developed flux estimator.  The gain 
matrix parameters of the observer were adjusted by a fuzzy logic control (FLC) strategy.  The 
MATLAB\Simulink® toolbox was used to simulate this system and all the control algorithms 
were realized using a TI DSP 6713-and-F2812 card to generate pulse-width modulation (PWM) 
signals for the power stage to actuate the motor and validate the approach.  Both the simulations 
and experimental results verified the effectiveness of the proposed system.

1. Introduction

 The development of intelligent machines demands very good motor drive control to ensure 
accuracy and precision.  Although AC induction motors (IMs) are robust, inexpensive, suitable 
for use in harsh environments, and require little maintenance, they are more difficult to control 
than DC motors because their mathematical model is nonlinearly coupled and time-variant.  
When the field orientation control (FOC) technique is applied to IMs,(1) the complicated 
mathematical model of an IM can be distributed into flux- and torque-current components.  
Both components are orthogonal and independently controlled, and a maximum torque-to-
current ratio can be achieved.  The FOC IM drive can be classified into the rotor, stator, and 
air-gap types.  In the rotor FOC, the rotor flux and the stator current are selected as the state 
variables.(2,3)  In the stator FOC, the flux and current of the stator are selected as the state 
variables.(4,5)  In the air-gap FOC, the air-gap flux and the stator current are selected as the state 
variables.  Most of the studies done on the FOC of IM drives have been focused on the rotor and 
stator.  Less attention has been paid to the air-gap FOC (AFOC).  The normal implementation 
of a conventional FOC for an IM drive requires that a position sensor, such as an encoder or 
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a resolver, be used to detect the shaft position.  However, the presence of this sensor makes a 
motor drive less robust and unsuitable for a hostile environment.  Hence, the development of 
a speed estimation scheme in place of this sensor is required for a speed estimation FOC IM 
drive.  Several speed estimation schemes of the speed estimation FOC IM have been published: 
speed estimation based on the electromotive force of a motor or a flux estimator,(6–9) speed 
determination from fuzzy logic control (FLC) or a neural network,(10–13) speed identification by 
an adaptive control system,(14–17) and speed adjustment using an extended Kalman filter.(18–21)  
In this study, the estimated rotor speed of an AFOC IM drive was derived using the proposed 
air-gap flux observer, which was designed utilizing the Lyapunov stability theory.  This 
method has advantages over the others in that it is stable, has a simple structure, and is easy 
to implement.  The FLC strategy was used to adjust the gain matrix parameters of the air-gap 
flux observer because it has been developed using imprecise linguistic knowledge from human 
experts and is very suitable for a variant condition.  Hall effect current sensors were used to 
measure the IM stator current in the implementation of this AFOC IM drive and air-gap flux 
observer.
 This paper has four sections.  In Sect. 1, the research background, motivation, and a 
literature review of speed estimation methods for FOC IM drives are presented.  The decoupled 
AFOC IM drive system used in this study is covered in Sect. 2.  The air-gap flux observer 
design, based on the Lyapunov stability theory and the use of FLC to acquire the observer gain 
matrix parameters, is described in Sect. 3.  The simulations and experiments are discussed in 
Sect. 4.

2. AFOC IM Drive

 The stator and rotor voltage equations of an IM are expressed using the stator current and 
air-gap flux at the synchronous reference coordinate frame(22) given by

 ( ) ( )e e e
s s e sl sl s e agv R j L L p i j pω ω λ= + + + +

��� , (1)
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where “j” is the imaginary part, e e e
s ds qsv v jv= +
�

 and e e e
s ds qsi i ji= +
�

 are the stator voltage and 

current, respectively, and e e e
ag dag qagjλ λ λ= +
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 is the air-gap flux.  Rs and Rr are the stator and 
rotor resistances, Ls, Lr, and Lm are the stator, rotor, and mutual inductances, and Lsl = Ls − Lm 
and Lrl = Lr − Lm are the stator and rotor leakage inductances, respectively.  ωe is the speed of 
the synchronous reference coordinate frame, ωr is the electric speed of the rotor, ωsl = ωe −	ωr 
is the slip speed, and p = d⁄dt is the differential operator.  The air-gap flux is also expressed as
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, (3)
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where e e e
r dr qri i ji= +
�

 is the rotor current.  The generated electromagnetic torque of an IM is

 3 ( )
4

e e e e
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PT i iλ λ= − , (4)

where P is the number of motor poles.  The mechanical equation of the motor is

 m rm m rm L eJ p B T Tω ω+ + = , (5)

where Jm is the inertia of the motor, Bm is the viscous friction coefficient, TL is the load torque, 
and ωrm = (2/P)ωr is the mechanical speed of the motor shaft.  
 With the AFOC condition set at 0e

qagλ =  in Eq. (2), the estimated slip speed and d-axis air-
gap flux are derived as(22)
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where “^” stands for the estimated value, s is the Laplace operator, and ȏr = Lr/Rr is the rotor 
time constant.  The generated electromagnetic torque of an IM under an AFOC condition is 
acquired as

 3 ˆ
4

e e
e qs dag

PT i λ= . (8)

 Both the q-axis stator current and the estimated d-axis air-gap flux are orthogonal in Eq. (8).  
The maximum torque-to-current ratio can be attained under an AFOC condition.  This superior 
performance is analogous to a separately excited DC motor.
 Examination of Eq. (7) reveals that the q-axis stator current-coupling exists in the second 
term on the right side, defining the feed-forward compensation as

 _
ˆ

1 ( )
e esl rl r
d qcomp m qs

rl r

L Ri L i
L R s

ω
=

+
. (9)

 The linear relationship between the estimated d-axis air-gap flux and the d-axis stator 
current can then be obtained as
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 Also, set 0e
qagλ =  in Eq. (1), and the d- and q-axis stator voltage equations under an AFOC 

condition are given by

 ( )e e e e
ds s sl ds e sl qs dagv R L p i L i pω λ= + − + , (11)

 ( )e e e e
qs s sl qs e sl ds e dagv R L p i L iω ω λ= + + + . (12)

 Examination of Eq. (11) reveals that the q-axis stator voltage coupling exists in the second 
term on the right side, and examination of Eq. (12) shows that the d-axis stator voltage coupling 
exists in the second and last terms on the right side.  This permits the definition of d- and q-axis 
stator voltage feed-forward compensations, as in Eqs. (13) and (14), respectively, and the linear 
relationship of the d- and q-axis stator current loops can also be obtained.

 _
e e e
d qcomp e sl qs dagv L i pω λ= − +  (13)

 _ ( )e e e
q dcomp e sl ds dagv L iω λ= +  (14)

 The voltage command of the d- and q-axis stator current loops is acquired as

 
*
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where e
dsv ′  and e

qsv ′
 are the outputs of the d- and q-axis stator current controllers, respectively.

3. Rotor Speed Estimation of an AFOC IM Drive

 The feedback speed signal is replaced by an estimated speed in the speed estimation AFOC 
IM drive scheme, and this estimated speed can be derived by the designed air-gap flux observer.

3.1	 Air-gap	flux	observer

 In the proposed speed estimation AFOC IM drive, the estimated rotor speed is derived from 
the air-gap flux observer, and the development of this flux observer is based on the air-gap flux 
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and stator current.  The difference between the actual stator current and the estimated stator 
current, obtained by an observer gain matrix achieves the on-line adjustment of the estimated 
rotor speed.  The estimated stator current is acquired from the established state equations, and 
the actual stator current is obtained from an IM by Hall Effect current sensors.
 Adaptation of Eqs. (1) and (2) with the state matrix at the stationary reference coordinate 
frame (ωe = 0) is given by
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where Lλ = 1/(LrlLm + LrLsl).  According to Eq. (17), the air-gap flux observer is derived as
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where G is the observer gain matrix.  
 The proposed estimated rotor speed based on the air-gap flux observer scheme is shown in 
Fig. 1, in which the measured stator voltage s

sv�  and the current s
si
�

are obtained from the IM 
(by voltage and current sensors) through the coordinate transformation from 3-phase stationary 

Fig.	1.	 Estimation	of	rotor	speed	based	on	the	air-gap	flux	observer	scheme.
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to 2-axis stationary ( 2 3s s⇐ ).  The estimated stator current ˆ s
si
�  is derived from the developed 

air-gap flux observer, and the difference between s
si
�

and ˆ s
si
�

is modulated by the observer gain 

matrix G to attain the estimated rotor speed ˆrω , which serves as a feedback speed signal that is 
delivered to the AFOC IM drive.

3.2	 Lyapunov	stability	theory	flux	observer	gain	matrix	design

 The gain matrix design of the proposed air-gap flux observer utilizes the Lyapuov stability 
theory.(23)  According to Eq. (17), the state equations of an IM at the stationary reference 
coordinate frame can be expressed as 
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state matrix is derived as
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 The estimation error is acquired by subtracting Eq. (21) from Eq. (19), giving
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where ˆe x x= −  and ˆr r rω ω ω∆ = − .  The Lyapunov function is selected as
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where M is a symmetric positive definite matrix, δω > 0 is a constant, and hence, V is a position 
definite function.  The time derivative of the selected Lyapunov function can be derived as
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 Set ˆˆ ˆ[ ] 2( ) ( )T T T
r r rx A Me e MA x d dtω ω ωω ω δ ω∆ + = ∆ ⋅  in Eq. (24) and the selections G and 

H guarantee that the inequality Eq. (25) is valid, and then the time derivative of the selected 
Lyapunov function is a negative definite function.  According to the Lyapunov stability 
theory, Eq. (22) is asymptotically stable.  Hence, the established air-gap flux observer is also 
asymptotically stable.

 ( ) ( ) ( ) 0T T
rA GC M M A GC A M MAω ωω+ + + + + <  (25)

 Select the adaptive law as
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dt ω
ω
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 According to Eq. (26), the estimated rotor speed was derived as

 ˆ[ ]ˆ ˆ[ ]
T

T ia
r pa

K e MA xK e MA x
s

ω
ωω = + , (27)

where Kpa  and Kia are adaptation gains.

3.3	 Observer	gain	matrix	parameters	using	FLC	strategy

 The FLC strategy was used to acquire the observer gain matrix parameters in this study 
because it requires no precise information about the mathematical model and it is simple and 
easy to implement.  An FLC adjustment mechanism includes fuzzification, fuzzy knowledge 
base, fuzzy inference, and defuzzification;(24) the fuzzy knowledge base also has a fuzzy set 
and rule base, as shown in Fig. 2.  The stator current error 

sie  and its derivative 
sie�  are input 

variables, the estimated rotor speed ˆrω  is the output variable, K1 and K2 are the input scaling 
factors, and K3 is the output scaling factor.

Fig. 2. An FLC adjustment mechanism.
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3.3.1	 Fuzzification

 The fuzzification function converts the crisp input values into corresponding fuzzy values, 
and the numbers of fuzzy sets determine the estimated speed, which is also the output of the air-
gap flux observer.  In this system, the fuzzy set is defined as positive large (PL), positive small (PS), 
zero error (ZE), negative small (NS), and negative large (NL), as shown in Table 1.
 The membership functions for the stator current error (

sie ), the derivative of stator current 
error (

sie� ), and the estimated speed ( ˆrω ) are shown in Figs. 3–5.  Furthermore, bω  is a base speed 
of the motor drive that is shown in Fig. 5.

Table 1
Fuzzy	set	definition.
PL
PS
ZE
NS
NL

Positive large
Positive small

Zero error
Negative small
Negative large

Fig. 3. Membership function of 
sie .

Fig. 4. Membership function of 
sie� .

Fig. 5. Membership function of ˆrω .
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Table 2
The 25 fuzzy rules.

sie� sie
NL NS NE PS PL

NL  ωr1 1  ωr1 2  ωr2 3  ωr2 4  ωr3 5
NS  ωr1 6  ωr2 7  ωr2 8  ωr3 9  ωr4 10
ZE  ωr2 11  ωr2 12  ωr3 13  ωr4 14  ωr4 15
PS  ωr2 16  ωr3 17  ωr4 18  ωr4 19  ωr5 20
PL  ωr3 21  ωr4 22  ωr4 23  ωr5 24  ωr5 25

3.3.2 Fuzzy inference

 The output characteristic is determined by the fuzzy rule and the output measure is based 
on fuzzy inference.  The Min-Min-Max approach was used to decide the fuzzy inference.  
The fuzzification step is regarded as the first Min term that uses a minimum trigger as the 
membership grade.  The output membership grade of each fuzzy inference rule is regarded as 
the second Min term that selects the minimum value from the two input membership grades on 
the basis of the fuzzy inference rules.  The maximum value approached from the same output 
membership functions integrated into an individual rule is regarded as the third Max term.

3.3.3	 Fuzzy	rule

 The trigger of the output membership function is decided by the fuzzy rule; in this system, 
the linguistic term if-then is selected as the fuzzy rule.  The relationship between the input 
variables 

sie  and 
sie�  and the output variable ˆrω  is shown in Table 2.

3.3.4	 Defuzzification

 Defuzzification converts the inferred fuzzy output value into a crisp output, and the plant 
is controlled by this crisp output value.  In this system, the central value of the defuzzification 
sum approach is used, giving

 1

l
1

( )

( )

m

l l
* l

m

l

g H F
z

H F

=

=

′
=

′

∑

∑
, (28)

where H(Fl') is the height of each Fl' and gl is the most central value of z before the top of Fl' is 
cut off.
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 A block diagram of the proposed speed estimation AFOC IM drive with an FLC air-gap 
flux observer is shown in Fig. 6.  It includes the speed controller, flux controller, q- and d-axis 
stator current controllers, slip speed estimation, d-axis air-gap flux estimation, d-axis stator 
current feed-forward compensation, d- and q-axis stator voltage feed-forward compensations, 
coordinate transformation, and an FLC air-gap flux observer rotor speed estimation mechanism.
 In this system, the proportion-integral (PI)-type controllers for the speed control loop, flux 
control loop, and d- and q-axis stator current control loops were designed by the root-locus 
method.  The proportion gain (Kp), integral gain (Ki), and bandwidth (B.W.) for the four PI-type 
controllers are shown in Table 3.  The gain matrix parameters of the air-gap flux observer were 
designed using the FLC strategy.

4.	 Simulation	and	Experiment

 The simulation scheme of the proposed speed estimation AFOC IM drive with an FLC flux 
observer was established using the MATLAB/Simulink® toolbox, and the execution program 
was realized using a TI 6713-and-F2812 DSP control card.  The reversible steady-state speed 
commands ±600 and ±1800 rpm were designed to confirm the effectiveness of the transient and 
steady-state operation.

Fig.	6.	 Speed	estimation	AFOC	IM	drive	based	on	an	FLC	flux	observer.

Table 3
Controller parameters and their bandwidths.
Controllers Kp Ki B.W. (rad/s)
Speed controller  0.45    2.524   53.4
Flux controller 83.17 1436  238
d-axis stator current controller  6.7853 5785 1785
q-axis stator current controller  9.591 7046 1983
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	 A	 standard	 3-phase,	 220	 V,	 0.75	 kW,	 Δ-connected,	 squirrel-cage	 IM	 was	 used	 in	 the	
experiments to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed speed estimation AFOC IM drive.  In 
a running cycle, the speed commands used were forward direction acceleration from t = 0 to 1 
s,	forward	direction	steady-state	running	over	1	≤	t	≤	2	s,	forward	direction	braking	operation	
reaching	zero	speed	in	the	interval	2	≤	t	≤	3	s,	reverse	direction	acceleration	from	t = 3 to 4 s, 
reverse	direction	steady-state	running	over	4	≤	t	≤	5	s,	and	reverse	direction	braking	operation	
reaching	 zero	 speed	 in	 the	 interval	 5	 ≤	 t	 ≤	 6	 s.	 	 The	 simulated	 and	measured	 responses	 of	
the first running cycle are shown in Figs. 7–10.  Each figure includes six responses: (a) the 
command (dotted line) and estimated (solid line) rotor speeds, (b) the command (dotted line) 
and actual (solid line) rotor speeds, (c) the electromagnetic torque, (d) the synchronous angle 
position, (e) the stator current, and (f) the air-gap flux locus (Q-axis vs D-axis).  The simulated 
and measured responses with loading 2-N-m for the reversible steady-state speed commands 
±600 and ±1800 rpm are shown in Figs. 7 and 8 and Figs. 9 and 10, respectively.
 From the simulated and measured responses under different operation conditions, the 
proposed FLC strategy air-gap observer enabled exact rotor speeds in the speed estimation 
AFOC IM drive.  Excellent transient and steady responses that included estimated rotor speed, 
electromagnetic torque, synchronous angle position, stator current, and air-gap flux locus were 
also achieved.

Fig. 7. (Color online) Simulated responses of the 
proposed speed estimation AFOC IM based on the 
flux	observer	with	 loading	2	N-m	at	 the	 steady-state	
speed command ±600 rpm.

Fig. 8. (Color online) Measured responses of the 
proposed speed estimation AFOC IM based on the 
flux	observer	with	 loading	2	N-m	at	 the	 steady-state	
speed command ±600 rpm.
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5.	 Conclusion

 A speed estimation AFOC IM drive was established by utilizing the air-gap flux observer 
to estimate rotor speed.  The proposed air-gap flux observer was designed by utilizing the 
Lyapunov stability theory, and the estimated rotor speed was derived from the developed 
flux observer.  The stator current signal measurement for implementing the AFOC IM drive 
and the air-gap flux observer is provided by the Hall effect current sensors.  The proposed 
speed estimation AFOC IM drive can be properly operated at different reversible steady-state 
operation commands.  The simulation and measured responses that included estimated rotor 
speed, electromagnetic torque, synchronous angle position, stator current, and air-gap flux locus 
confirm the excellent transient and steady-state performance of the speed estimation AFOC IM 
drive based on the FLC strategy air-gap flux observer that was attained.
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